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On the relationship between the structural and
volumetric properties of solvated metal ions in
O-donor solvents using new structural data in
amide solvents†
Daniel Lundberg, *a Dorota Warmińska,
Ingmar Persson *a

b

Anna Fuchs‡a and

The structures of the N,N-dimethylformamide (dmf), N,N-dimethylacetamide (dma), and N,N-dimethylpropionamide (dmp) solvated strontium and barium ions have been determined in solution using
large angle X-ray scattering and EXAFS spectroscopy. The strontium ion has a mean coordination
number (CN) between 6.2 and 6.8, and the barium ion has a mean CN between 7.1 and 7.8 in these
amide solvents. The non-integer numbers indicates that equilibria between diﬀerent coordination
numbers and geometries exist in these systems. Structural information of the alkali, alkaline earth,
and selected transition metal and lanthanoid(III) ions, and the halide ions in water, methanol, ethanol,
dimethylsulfoxide, formamide, dmf and dma has been combined with previously reported standard
partial molar volumes, V0. The ionic radii and charge densities (charge/ionic volume), and corresponding
V0 values have been used to gain information on the relationship between structural and volumetric
properties. For the structure-breaking ions, i.e. the alkali metal and halide ions, there is an almost linear
relationship between the ionic radius and V0. On the other hand, for the structure-making ions, here
the alkaline earth, transition metal and lanthanoid(III) ions, a linear relationship is observed between
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the charge density and V0. Solvents with a well-defined bulk structure through hydrogen bonding,
specifically, water, methanol and ethanol, will be more contracted through solvation than aprotic
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solvents, as the space between the solvent molecules is lost as a result of the hydrogen bonding. In this
respect, methanol stands out as the most compressed solvent participating in solvation compared to its
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bulk structure.

Introduction
The concept of structure-making and structure-breaking ions
refers to their contractibility of the surrounding solvent molecules through solvation.1 Generally, large ions with low charge
density have to break up the solvent structure to obtain solvent
molecules for their own solvation but also to make room
for themselves, and their solvation is generally weak. Thereby,
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the solvated ion ends up requiring more space than the
corresponding number of solvent molecules in the neat solvent;
such ions are regarded as structure-breakers. On the other
hand, small ions with high charge density are strongly solvated
and they contract the solvent molecules upon solvation to such
a degree that the solvate complex requires less space than the
corresponding number of solvent molecules in the neat solvent;
such ions are regarded as structure-makers. In general, monovalent cations and anions are, with the exception of the lithium
and fluoride ions, regarded as structure-breaking ions, whereas
di- and especially trivalent ions are regarded as structuremaking ones.1,2 The networks of hydrogen bonds in e.g. liquid
water and short-chain alcohols are mainly responsible for the
volume properties of the solvent, while for aprotic solvents
the much weaker dipole–dipole or van der Waals interactions
determine how close the solvent molecules can be packed in
the solvent bulk.
The apparent molar volume, Vf is defined as the diﬀerence
between the volume of the solution and the volume of the pure
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solvent per mole of solute. This value depends on both concentration and temperature but also, by definition, its limiting
value as the concentration approaches zero i.e. the standard
partial molar volume, V0, is dependent on temperature. Standard
partial molar volumes provide useful information on ion–solvent
interactions. In solutions of solvents with high relative dielectric
constants it is assumed that salts are completely dissociated,
without any form of ion-pairing, at infinite dilution.3 Taking this
into account, an extra-thermodynamic assumption based on the
additivity rule must be applied to split the standard partial molar
volumes into two contributions, one for the cationic part and
another for the anionic one.4 By applying this reasoning for
different salts in different solvents, the ionic contribution can be
compared within and between different types of solvents,
thereby providing information on the structure-making and
structure-breaking properties of the individual ions. This subject
has been reviewed for aqueous solutions by Marcus.1 Structuremaking ions organize the solvent molecules more tightly in
proximity to the ion than in bulk, which is reflected in negative
values of the standard partial molar volume. The opposite is
found for structure-breaking ions which have positive V0 values.
To better understand this phenomenon, it is convenient to
present V0 as a sum of two contributions i.e. the intrinsic volume
which is proportional to the cube of the ionic radius, r, and the
electrostriction volume which depends on the square of ionic
charge, z, and is also inversely proportional to the ionic radius.
This simple, semi-empirical approach was proposed by Hepler
in 1957:
V0 = Ar3  Bz2/r,

(1)

where A is proportional to the size of the ion and depends on the
packing eﬀects of the ions in the solution, while B is a solventdependent value.5,6 Since then, more sophisticated equations
have been proposed in an attempt to explain the contributions to
the partial molar volumes of ions in both aqueous and nonaqueous solutions, as reviewed by Marcus.6 However, the Hepler
equation (eqn (1)) with clearly defined contributions is suﬃcient
for our further discussion.
Solvents with similar fundamental physico-chemical properties but diﬀerent molecular size and steric congestion form
good model systems to study whether a possible change in the
coordination chemistry aﬀects derived thermodynamic properties, such as the partial standard molar volume of individual
ions. The aprotic solvents N,N-dimethylformamide (dmf),
N,N-dimethylacetamide (dma) and N,N-dimethylpropionamide
(dmp), Fig. 1, are all dipolar amide solvents with similar

Fig. 1 Structural models of the three studied amides (from left to right):
N,N-dimethylformamide (dmf), N,N-dimethylacetamide (dma), and N,Ndimethylpropionamide (dmp).
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physico-chemical properties as summarized in Table S1 (ESI†).
The main diﬀerence lies in the amide carbon sidechain. Furthermore, the dmp molecule exists in bulk as two conformers, a
planar cis and a non-planar staggered one, and some studies have
indicated that the latter is more favorable upon coordination.7–9
When it comes to selecting ion systems, one can notice that
the smaller divalent alkaline earth metal ions, magnesium and
calcium, are suﬃciently strongly solvated to crystallize with a
full first solvation shell, and a lot of information of their solvate
structures in the solid state is therefore available in the
literature.10,11 On the other hand, the larger ones, strontium
and barium, are more weakly solvated and mixed complexes
with the solvent and counter ions as ligands are common,
with significantly fewer examples reported. For instance, the
magnesium ion binds six dmf12–17 or dma18 molecules in an
octahedral fashion with a mean Mg–O bond distance of 2.058 Å,
and the Mg–O–C bond angle varies a lot in the studied compounds, 127–1581. The calcium ion binds six dmf,19–24 dma25
or N,N-diethylacetamide (dea)26 molecules octahedrally with a
mean Ca–O bond distance of 2.305 Å, and the Ca–O–C bond
angles are usually close to 1451. Three compounds with an
amide-solvated strontium ion are reported where strontium
binds six dma molecules octahedrally with a mean Sr–O bond
distance of 2.451 Å.27 The dmf-solvated strontium ion in solution
is reported to be seven-coordinated with a mean Sr–O bond
distance of 2.555 Å.28 In the dmf-solvated strontium trifluoromethanesulfonate salt, [Sr(dmf)2(CF3SO3)2]n, strontium is eightcoordinated in a square antiprismatic fashion where oxygens
from four dmf molecules and four trifluoromethanesulfonate
ions bridge strontium ions forming one-dimensional chains;28
the mean Sr–O bond distance is 2.589 Å. Only one dmf-solvated
barium compound with crystal coordinates is reported, where
barium binds six dmf molecules and two oxygens from bridging
dodecamolybdate ions giving a total coordination number (CN)
of eight in a square antiprismatic fashion.29 The mean Ba–O
bond distance to the dmf molecules is 2.704 Å. Also, one
dinuclear, eight-coordinated dma-solvated barium compound
crystallizes with two m-bridging dma molecules, three additional
dma molecules, two perchlorate ions, and a water molecule for
each barium.30 The mean Ba–O bond distance to the dma
molecules is 2.679 Å, and 2.725 Å for all ligands. Additionally,
in a cross-solvent comparison, the coordination numbers of the
hydrated magnesium, calcium, strontium and barium ions are
six, eight, eight and eight, respectively,31 and in the aprotic
solvent dimethylsulfoxide, dmso, the coordination numbers are
six, six, seven and close to eight, respectively.28,32
All alkaline earth metal ions are regarded as hard electronpair acceptors forming mainly electrostatic bonds, and the
coordination number is largely dependent on the number of
ligands which can physically be clustered around the metal ion.
The largest coordination numbers are therefore observed for
small solvent molecules with limited steric requirements, such
as water and dmf. For the amide solvents in the present study,
the steric requirements on coordination increase in the order
dmf o dma o dmp, Fig. 1. Furthermore, the coordination
number in the solid state is also aﬀected by the lattice energies
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which favor complexes with high symmetry over those with low.
This is nicely demonstrated for the N,N0 -dimethylpropyleneurea
solvated lanthanoid(III) ions which are octahedrally six-coordinated
in the solid state, though predominantly seven-coordinated in
solution.33 It is therefore important to stress that structural
information in the solid state cannot be transferred to the
situation in solution without experimental evidence.
The aim of this study is to determine the structures of the
dmf-, dma- and dmp-solvated strontium and barium ions in solution using the large angle X-ray scattering and EXAFS techniques
as such data are lacking, and to study the relationship between
standard partial molar volume and structure using the alkali,
alkaline earth, selected transition metal, selected lanthanoid(III),
and halide ions in the protic solvents water, methanol and
ethanol, and the aprotic solvents dmso, dmf and dma. The
metal–solvent ligand bonds in the solvates of the studied metal
ions have mainly electrostatic character, which means that these
metal ions in solution have the highest number of solvent
molecules bound that is sterically allowed. The aprotic solvents
in this study have different spatial requirements upon coordination, and as such may have different coordination numbers. The
alkaline earth metal ions have only been the subject of a limited
number of coordination chemistry studies and the coordination
numbers of the heavier alkaline earth metal ions in solution have
not been studied systematically. Lastly, Shannon’s proposed ionic
radii for different coordination numbers of the alkaline earth
metal ions34 will be compared to those obtained experimentally
and through structure database surveys in this study.

Experimental
Chemicals
Anhydrous strontium and barium trifluoromethanesulfonate
were prepared by neutralization of aqueous solutions of octaaquastrontium and barium hydroxide (Sigma Aldrich, 99.9%
metal basis) with a slight excess of trifluoromethanesulfonic
acid (Fluka, AR grade, Z99%). The excess water and acid was
boiled oﬀ, and the formed solid salts were mortared and dried
repeatedly, and finally stored in an oven at 470 K.
Solvents
N,N-Dimethylformamide, dmf, (Sigma-Aldrich, AR, 99.8%) and
N,N-dimethylacetamide, dma, (Sigma-Aldrich, ReagentPluss,
Z99%) were used without further purification. N,N-Dimethylpropionamide, dmp, (Sigma-Aldrich, AR, 98%) was distilled
under reduced pressure using calcium hydride (Merck) as a
drying agent prior to use.
Solutions
The dmf, dma and dmp solutions of strontium and barium
trifluoromethanesulfonate were prepared by weighing appropriate amounts of the respective anhydrous trifluoromethanesulfonate salt, which was dissolved in the respective solvent. The
compositions together with solution densities and absorption
coeﬃcients of the solutions studied by LAXS are given in Table 1.
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Table 1 Concentrations, densities (r), and linear absorption coeﬃcients
(m) of the dmf and dma solutions of M(CF3SO3)2 (M = Sr or Ba) used in the
described LAXS measurements

Salt

Solvent [M2+]

[CF3SO3] [Solvent] r/g cm3 m/cm1

Sr(CF3SO3)2 dmf
dma

0.5845 1.1690
0.6457 1.2914

11.4975
9.4197

1.0959
1.1018

8.864
9.676

Ba(CF3SO3)2 dmf
dma

0.7339 1.4677
0.7074 1.4148

11.4908
9.5978

1.1595
1.1442

5.765
5.549

In the EXAFS studies the same dmf and dma solutions as in the
LAXS studies were used, and the dmp solutions were saturated
with strontium and barium trifluoromethanesulfonate. The
solubilities of strontium and barium trifluoromethanesulfonate
are too low to allow LAXS studies. After several years in a
refrigerator, crystals formed in the dma solution of barium
trifluoromethanesulfonate. The structure mimics the previously
reported structure of dma-solvated barium perchlorate30 and will
be reported elsewhere.
Large angle X-ray scattering measurements. The scattering
of Mo-Ka radiation (l = 0.7107 Å) on the free surface of dmf and
dma solutions of strontium and barium trifluoromethanesulfonate was measured with a large-angle y–y diffractometer
as described elsewhere.35 A Teflon cup with the solution was
placed inside the radiation shield with beryllium windows. The
intensity of the scattered radiation, after monochromatization
with a focusing LiF crystal, was measured at 450 discrete points
in the range 1 o y o 651 (the scattering angle is 2y). A total of
100 000 X-ray quanta within a region of interest were collected
at each angle and the whole angular range was scanned twice,
corresponding to a statistical uncertainty of about 0.3%. The
divergence of the primary X-ray beam was limited by 14 and
11 slits for different y regions with some parts of the data sets
overlapping for scaling purposes.
All data treatment was carried out by using the KURVLR
program36 as described in detail elsewhere.35 The experimental
intensities were normalized to a stoichiometric unit of volume
containing one metal atom, using the scattering factors f for
neutral atoms, including corrections for anomalous dispersion,
Df 0 and Df 00 ,37 and values for Compton scattering.38 To receive a
better alignment of the intensity function, a Fourier backtransformation was applied to eliminate spurious peaks not related
to any interatomic distances below 1.2 Å in the radial distribution
function.39 Least-squares refinements of the model parameters were
performed by means of the STEPLR program40 to minimize the error

2
P
square sum U, U ¼ wðsÞ  iexp ðsÞ  icalc ðsÞ .
EXAFS – data collection. The EXAFS measurements at the
strontium K and barium L3 absorption edges were performed at the
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL), Stanford, USA,
beam-line 4–1, and beam-line I811 at MAX-lab, Lund University.
The data collection was performed simultaneously in transmission
and fluorescence mode using ion chambers with a gentle
flow of nitrogen and a 13-element germanium array detector
at SSRL, and ion chambers with stationary gas mixtures and a
Passivated Implanted Planar Silicon (PIPS) detector (http://
www.canberra.com/products/438239.asp; accessed April 9, 2018)
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for the fluorescence measurements. The EXAFS stations were
equipped with a Si[220] (SSRL) or Si[111] (MAX-lab) double
crystal monochromator. SSRL operated at 3.0 GeV and a
maximum current of 100 mA in top-up mode, and MAX-lab
operated at 1.5 GeV and a maximum current of 200 mA.
In order to remove higher order harmonics, the beam
intensity was detuned to 60% (Sr K edge) or 30% (Ba L3 edge)
of the maximum intensity at the end of the scans. The energy
scales of the X-ray absorption spectra were calibrated by assigning the first inflection point of the metallic strontium K-edge
and barium L3 edge at 16 105 and 5247 eV, respectively.41 For
each sample 3–4 scans were averaged, giving a satisfactory
signal-to-noise ratio. The studied solutions were contained in
cells made of a Teflon spacer of appropriate thickness and 6 mm
polypropylene X-ray film windows held together with titanium
frames.
EXAFS – data analysis. The EXAFSPAK42 and GNXAS43
program packages were used for the data treatment. When
using the EXAFSPAK program, the theoretical phases and
amplitudes used in the refinements were calculated by the use
of the FEFF7 program.44 The standard deviations given for the
refined parameters are obtained from k3-weighted least-squares
refinement of the EXAFS function w(k), and do not include
systematic errors of the measurements. These statistical error
estimates provide a measure of the precision of the results and
allow reasonable comparisons e.g. of the significance of relative
shifts in the distances. However, the variations in the refined
parameters, including the shift of the E0 value (for which k = 0),
using different models and data ranges, indicate that the
absolute accuracy of the distances given for the separate
complexes is within 0.005 to 0.02 Å for well-defined
interactions. The ‘‘standard deviations’’ given in the text have
been increased accordingly to include the estimated additional
effects of systematic errors.
The GNXAS code is based on the calculation of the EXAFS
signal and a subsequent refinement of the structural parameters.43 The GNXAS method accounts for multiple scattering
(MS) paths by including the configurational average of all the
MS signals to allow the fitting of correlated distances and bond
distance variances described by Debye–Waller factors. A detailed
description of the distribution of the ion–solvent distances in a
coordination shell should in principle take asymmetry into
account.45,46 Therefore the M–O two-body signals associated
with the first coordination shells were modeled with G-like
distribution functions, which depend on four parameters, the
(coordination) number of degeneracy N, the centroid distance R
Ð
(the first moment of the function 4p gðrÞr2 dr), the mean-square
variation in the mean distance s, and the skewness parameter b.

Results
Ionic radii of the strontium and barium ions in CNs 6 to 9
A database survey of reported crystal structures of hydrated and
solvated alkaline earth ions and complexes and compounds
with neutral, monodentate ligands in the solid state is given in
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Table 2 Calculated ionic radii for the alkaline earth metal ionsa using the
mean bond distances in the structure surveys, Table S2 (ESI), using r0 =
1.34 Å, ref. 47, as the radius of coordinated oxygen; the number of crystal
structures used to obtain these ionic radii are listed within subscript square
brackets with the radii proposed by Shannon, ref. 34, given in italics

Ionic radius/Å
Ion
2+

Mg
Ca2+
Sr2+
Ba2+

CN = 6
0.724[368]
0.973[41]
1.128[7]
1.292[4]

CN = 7

CN = 8

0.720
n/a
1.00 1.064[22] 1.06 1.130[13]
1.18 1.224[2] 1.21 1.274[13]
1.35 1.38[0]c 1.38 1.430[3]

CN = 9
0.89
1.12 1.17[0]b 1.18
1.26 1.332[2] 1.31
1.42 1.489[7] 1.47

a
The radius of the four-coordinated beryllium(II) ion is rBe(II),CN4 =
0.273[13] and 0.27 Å; the radii of the four- and five-coordinated magnesium ions are rMg(II),CN4 = 0.567[3] and 0.57 Å, rMg(II),CN5 = 0.664[2] and
0.66 Å; the radius of the ten-coordinated barium(II) ion is rBa(II),CN10 =
1.511[1] and 1.52 Å; no hydrate or solvate data is available for the
radium(II) ion, but Shannon lists rRa(II),CN8 = 1.48 Å. b Estimated radius
derived from a second-degree polynomial with a slope (rCa(II),CN9(est) =
0.0125 CN2 + 0.2535 CN  0.098) comparable to that of the strontium
(6 r CN r 9) and barium ions (CN = 6, 8, 9). c Estimated radius derived
from a second-degree polynomial with a slope (rBa(II),CN7(est) = 0.0097 CN2 +
0.2043 CN + 0.414) comparable to that of the calcium (6 r CN r 8) and
strontium (6 r CN r 9) ions.

Table S2 (ESI†). The ionic radii for the coordination numbers 6,
7, 8 and 9 are obtained by subtracting the radius of the oxygen
atom in coordinated water molecules, 1.34 Å, which has been
found to be the same value for oxygen in most oxygen donor
ligands47 from observed M–O mean bond distances; ethers are
an exception, and amide oxygens have been reported to have a
slightly smaller radius.48 The obtained ionic radii are summarized
in Table 2 with estimated values for nine-coordinate calcium and
seven-coordinate barium ions. Most of the ionic radii of the
alkaline earth metal ions obtained from this survey are in fairly
good agreement, 0.015 Å, with those listed by Shannon.34
However, the ionic radii for the strontium and barium ions in
six-coordination from this new survey are significantly shorter,
whereas the ionic radii of the higher coordination numbers of
strontium and barium are somewhat larger than those proposed
by Shannon,34 Table 2.
Structure of solvated alkaline earth metal ions in dmf, dma and
dmp solution
Large angle X-ray scattering (LAXS). The RDFs from the LAXS
experiments on dmf and dma solutions of strontium and
barium trifluoromethanesulfonate reveal three peaks at around
1.5, 2.5–2.7 and 3.7 Å, Fig. 2 and Fig. S1–S3 (ESI†). The peak at
1.5 Å corresponds to intramolecular distances in the trifluoromethanesulfonate ion and the solvent. The peaks at 2.5 or 2.7 Å
correspond to the Sr–O and Ba–O bond distances in the dmf
and dma solvated strontium and barium ions, respectively, but
they also include contributions from interatomic distances
from the solvent and the trifluoromethanesulfonate ion, respectively, Fig. 2 and Fig. S1–S3 (ESI†). The peak or shoulder at
ca. 3.7 Å corresponds to the M  C distance. The respective
angles were calculated from the obtained M–O and M  C
distances using the average C–O bond length for coordinated
dmf and dma molecules in solvates of alkaline earth metal ions
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Fig. 3 The relationship of the ionic radius-coordination number (CN),
re-calculated to the expected M–O bond distance by adding 1.32 Å (the
oxygen radius in amide solvents, ref. 48), from solid state structures for the
strontium and barium ions (blue and orange filled circles and the calculated
trend line as a dashed line). The solid lines represents Sr2+/dmf (green),
Sr2+/dma (purple), Sr2+/dmp (brown), Ba2+/dmf (dark red), Ba2+/dma
(yellow), and Ba2+/dmp (grey).

Table 3 Interaction pathway, degeneracy number of distances, N, mean
bond distances, d/Å, and temperature coeﬃcients, b/Å2, in the LAXS
studies of the solvated strontium(II) and barium(II) ions in dmf and dma
solutions at room temperature. The M–O–C angle, calculated from the
given bond distances, is listed for each species

Species

Path

N

d

b

Strontium(II) trifluoromethanesulfonate in dmf, 0.5845 mol dm3
[Sr(OCHN(CH3)2)N]2+
Sr–O
6.8
2.513(6)
0.0104(2)
Sr  C
6.8
3.730(8)
0.0156(10)
+(Sr–O–C): 165(5)1

Fig. 2 LAXS radial distribution function of Sr(CF3SO3)2 solution in dmf.
Top, upper panel: separate model contributions (oﬀset: 25) of the strontium
ion solvated by N,N-dimethylformamide (purple line), the trifluoromethanesulfonate ion (green line) and dmf molecule (yellow line). Top, lower panel:
experimental RDF (red line); sum of model contributions (black line); the
diﬀerence (blue line). Bottom: Reduced intensity function (experimental
results – black line; model – red line).

in the solid state; the mean C–O value for dmf is 1.244 Å, for
dma it equals 1.250 Å,12–25,27 a value also used for dmp. The
applied coordination numbers have been obtained by linear
regression calculations using the refined M–O bond distance
and the correlation of mean M–O bond distances of metal
complexes with neutral, monodentate ligands for the coordination numbers 6, 7, 8 and 9, where applicable, Fig. 3. The results
show clearly that the obtained M–O bond distances are inbetween
the expected ones for a well-defined bond distance with a given
coordination number. Furthermore, the temperature factor
coefficients, b, are much larger than expected for solvates with
one well-defined coordination figure. It seems therefore very
likely that there are equilibria between at least two coordination
numbers resulting in non-integer mean numbers, Table 3. The
large b values are due to an average of two or more structures
with different bond distances.
The mean Sr–O bond distances in the dmf- and dmasolvated strontium ions in solution are within the limits of

This journal is © the Owner Societies 2018

Strontium(II) trifluoromethanesulfonate in dma, 0.6457 mol dm3
[Sr(OC(CH3)N(CH3)2)N]2+
Sr–O
6.7
2.506(4)
0.0109(2)
Sr  C
6.7
3.725(4)
0.0134(4)
+(Sr–O–C): 164(3)1
Barium(II) trifluoromethanesulfonate in dmf, 0.7339 mol dm3
[Ba(OCHN(CH3)2)N]2+
Ba–O
7.8
2.736(4)
0.0096(5)
Ba  C
7.8
3.769(4)
0.0175(5)
+(Ba–O–C): 139.4(10)1
Barium(II) trifluoromethanesulfonate in dma, 0.7074 mol dm3
[Ba(OC(CH3)N(CH3)2)N]2+
Ba–O
7.3
2.707(3)
0.0145(3)
Ba  C
7.3
3.787(7)
0.0233(11)
+(Ba–O–C): 143.7(12)1

error the same, 2.51(1) Å, and the Sr–O–C bond angle is
ca. 1651. The mean Sr–O bond distance in the three reported
octahedral dma-solvated strontium ions is 2.45 Å, and the
mean Sr–O–C bond angle is 1531.25,27 The mean Sr–O bond
distances are significantly longer in solution than in the solid
state showing that the coordination number in solution is larger
than six.25,27 The corresponding mean Ba–O bond distances are
2.74(1) and 2.71(1) Å, and the Ba–O–C bond angles are 139 and
1441, respectively. The mean Ba–O bond distance in the only
reported solid state structure containing a dmf-solvated barium
ion is 2.80 Å,29 showing that the mean coordination numbers in
dmf and dma solutions are smaller than eight.
In order to extrapolate the mean coordination number from
the refined M–O bond distance, the relationship between ionic
radius (recalculated to the expected M–O bond distance by
adding 1.32 Å, the oxygen radius in amide solvents48) and
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coordination number is plotted in Fig. 3. The refined structure
parameters and the extrapolated coordination numbers as
determined by LAXS are given in Table 3. The fit of the
experimental data, the RDFs and the individual contributions
from the solvated metal ion, the trifluoromethanesulfonate ion
and the solvent are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. S1–S3 (ESI†).
Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS). The structure parameters obtained by EXAFS are in excellent agreement
with those obtained by LAXS for the dmf- and dma-solvated
strontium and barium ions, Tables 3 and 4; the mean coordination numbers are derived using Fig. 3. The dmp solvates of
both strontium and barium display shorter M–O bond distances and thereby lower mean coordination numbers than the
corresponding dmf and dma solvates, Table 4, due to the
more space-demanding properties on coordination of dmp.
The refined structure parameters are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4 Number of distances, N, mean bond distances, R/Å, and Debye–
Waller factor coefficients, s2/Å2 from the refinements using EXAFSPAK;
and N, R/Å, maximum of the bond distance distribution, Rmax/Å, s2/Å2 and
the third cumulant, C3 = bs3/Å3, describing the asymmetry in the bond
distance distribution, from refinement with the GNXAS program package
(in italics) from the EXAFS studies of the solvated strontium and barium
ions in dmf, dma and dmp solutions at room temperature

N

R

s2

R/Rmax

s2

Strontium(II) trifluoromethanesulfonate in dmf, 0.5845 mol dm3
Sr–O
6.8
2.508(2) 0.0172(2) 2.510/2.500 0.0104
b = 0.0239 C3 = 2.5  105
Sr  C
6.8
3.730(8) 0.0106(11) 3.735
0.0158
Sr–O–C
13.6
3.786(5) 0.0134(18) 1.244
0.0025
MS (SrO6) 3  2.4 5.016(8) 0.0183(14)
+Sr–O–C: 167(4)1
161.31
Strontium(II) trifluoromethanesulfonate in dma, 0.6457 mol dm3
Sr–O
6.7
2.505(2) 0.0123(2) 2.507/2.497 0.0098
b = 0.0237 C3 = 2.3  105
Sr  C
6.7
3.724(9) 0.0125(13) 3.732
0.0234
Sr–O–C
13.4
3.709(5) 0.0171(12) 1.250
0.0025
MS (SrO6) 3  2.6 4.979(8) 0.013(2)
+Sr–O–C: 164(4)1
167.71
Strontium(II) trifluoromethanesulfonate in dmp, saturated solution
Sr–O
6.2
2.465(2) 0.0093(2) 2.471/2.451 0.0116
b = 0.2012 C3 = 2.5  104
Sr  C
6.2
3.601(12) 0.017(3)
3.605
0.0209
Sr–O–C
12.4
3.676(5) 0.0132(9) 1.250
0.0025
0.016(2)
MS (SrO6) 3  4.8 4.95(2)
+Sr–O–C: 150(2)1
149.61
Barium(II)
Ba–O
Ba  C
Ba–O–C

trifluoromethanesulfonate in dmf, 0.7339 mol dm3
7.8
2.727(2) 0.0152(6) 2.730
0.0160
7.8
3.758(9) 0.0166(10) 3.76
0.0254
15.6
3.846(7) 0.0186(9) 1.244
0.0019
+Ba–O–C: 139.2(13)1
139.11

Barium(II)
Ba–O
Ba  C
Ba–O–C

trifluoromethanesulfonate in dma, 0.7074 mol dm3
7.3
2.706(3) 0.0141(5) 2.705
0.0137
7.3
3.783(3) 0.018(3)
3.788
0.0203
14.6
3.879(2) 0.023(3)
1.250
0.0025
+Ba–O–C: 143.3(14)1
144.01

Barium(II)
Ba–O
Ba  C
Ba–O–C

trifluoromethanesulfonate in dmp, saturated solution
7.1
2.689(2) 0.0132(1) 2.686
0.0127
7.1
3.772(4) 0.0145(6) 3.765
0.0153
14.2
3.860(7) 0.021(2)
1.250
0.0025
+Ba–O–C: 143.9(9)1
143.51
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Fig. 4 Experimental EXAFS data (solid black lines) fitted with a model
formed by ab initio-calculated scattering paths (red solid lines), listed in
Table 4.

The fit of the raw EXAFS and the Fourier transforms are shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. S4 (ESI†), respectively.

Discussion
Structures of amide solvated alkaline earth metal ions in solid
state and solution
The EXAFS and LAXS data of the structures of the solvated
strontium and barium ions in dmf, dma and dmp show M–O
bond distances different from those expected for a well-defined
coordination number. By using the correlation between M–O
bond distance and coordination number, Table 2 and Fig. 3, the
coordination number has been extrapolated from the obtained
M–O bond distance, Tables 3 and 4. The obtained non-integer
coordination numbers indicate an equilibrium between at least
two configurations (coordination numbers), which is supported
by large temperature factors (LAXS) and Debye–Waller factor
coefficients (EXAFS), Tables 3 and 4.
The mean Sr–O and Ba–O bond distances and the corresponding mean coordination numbers decrease with the increasing steric demand of the solvent molecule on coordination, thus
dmf 4 dma 4 dmp, Tables 3 and 4. The derived coordination
numbers of the dmf, dma and dmp solvated strontium ions, 6.8,
6.7 and 6.2, are slightly smaller, ca. 0.8, than for the corresponding barium solvates, 7.8, 7.3 and 7.1, respectively, Tables 3
and 4, due to the larger ionic radius of the barium(II) ion, Table 2.
The Sr–O and Ba–O bond distances in the dimethylsulfoxide
(dmso) solvates, 2.5447 and 2.540 Å,28 and 2.76 Å,49 respectively,
are quite different from the coordination numbers given in one
of the original papers. Using the same type of correlation as in
Fig. 3, but with an assumed atomic radius of oxygen of 1.34 Å, the
mean coordination numbers of the dmso solvates in solutions of
strontium and barium should be revised to 6.9 and 7.8,
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respectively, Fig. S5 (ESI†), which for strontium is in very good
agreement with ref. 28.
The mean Sr–O–C bond angle in the dmf-, dma-, and dmpsolvated strontium ions is in the range 150–1651, while the
mean Ba–O–C bond angle in the corresponding barium solvates
is smaller, in the range 140–1451, Tables 3 and 4. The M–O–C
bond angles for the amide solvated alkaline earth metal ions
deviate largely but with a weak trend in the order Mg2+ o Ca2+ E
Sr2+ 4 Ba2+, Table S2b (ESI†), showing that more space becomes
available with increasing ionic radius. The bond angles observed
in solution are slightly larger than in the solid state most
likely due to a higher mean coordination number and larger
crowding.
Standard partial molar volumes
To provide information about the relationship between structural
and volumetric properties, structural data have been summarized
for the alkali metal, alkaline earth metal, selected transition
metal, lanthanum(III), gadolinium(III), and lutetium(III), halide,
perchlorate and trifluoromethanesulfonate ions in dmf, dma,
dmso, water, methanol and ethanol using, if possible, data from
studies in solution. These data are compiled to extract the
relationship between these structural and thermodynamic properties. The standard partial molar volumes of the ions studied
in dmf, dma, water, dmso, methanol and ethanol are given in
Table 5.

Table 5 Standard partial molar volumes at 298 K for the alkali metal,
alkaline earth metal, selected transition metal(II), selected lanthanoid(III),
aluminium(III), chromium(III), iron(III), halide, perchlorate and trifluoromethanesulfonate ions in dmf, dma, dmso, water, methanol, and ethanol

V0/cm3 mol1
dmf
+

Na
K+
Rb+
Cs+
Mg2+
Ca2+
Sr2+
Ba2+
Mn2+
Co2+
Ni2+
Cu2+
Zn2+
La3+
Gd3+
Lu3+
Al3+
Cr3+
Fe3+

2
6a
10a
17a
31.2c
22.1c
11.3c
10.9c
29.8e
34.5e
37.6e
33.3e
33.8e
49.1h
49.9h
55.0h

F
Cl
Br
I
ClO4
CF3SO3

15.1k
+4a
+9a
+24a
+35.1l
+70.8h

a
h

dma

a

dmso
a

52.6c
29.7c
19.3c
18.4c
44.6 f
52.1f
54.4f
44.6f
40.3f
63.0h
63.8h
63.8h

+24a
+33a
+39a
+37.4l
+72.1h

H2O

Methanol
b

a

19
8a
4a
3a
83d
69d
63d
55d
74g
82g
89g
76g
85g
93.8i
102.7i
105.5i

45.6j

6.7
3.5b
8.6b
15.8b
32.2b
28.9b
29.2b
23.5b
28.7b
35b
35b
38.8b
32.6b
55.6b
56.4b
64.5b
58.7b
56b
60.2b

2a
+10a
+17a
+31a
+41.7m
+77d

+4.3b
+23.3b
+30.2b
+41.7b
+49.6b
+81.7b

1a
+15a
+23a
+31a
+37.4n
+77.5d

3
11a
17a
23a
18d
8d
5d
0.5d
21g
25g
27g
26g
24g
31.8i
38.7i
34.8i
51.8 j

Ethanol
6a
3a
9a
17a
27a

40h

Ref. 2. b Ref. 50. c Ref. 51. d Ref. 52. e Ref. 53. f Ref. 54. g Ref. 55.
Ref. 56. i Ref. 57. j Ref. 58. k Ref. 59. l Ref. 60. m Ref. 61. n Ref. 62.
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The standard partial molar volumes of individual ions should
be strongly related to the corresponding structure of the
hydrated or solvated ion. For a given M–O bond distance, the
coordination number of the metal ion solvate increases with an
increasing charge of the metal ion. The hydrated sodium,
calcium, europium(III) and thorium(IV) ions all have a M–O bond
distance of ca. 2.45 Å, but the coordination numbers are 6, 8,
9 and 9, respectively,63–66 and for the dmso-solvated sodium,
calcium and europium(III) and thorium(IV) ions with bond distances of 2.43, 2.36, 2.40 and 2.47 Å, the coordination numbers
are 6, 7, 8 and 9, respectively.31,63,67,68
In order to study the relationship between the solvate
structure and the standard partial molar volume in more detail,
the standard partial molar volume has been plotted as function
of the ionic radius and charge density of the ion, i.e. charge/
volume of the ion based on its ionic radius for a given coordination number. The ionic radii of the metal ions used in Table 6
are based on solvate structures in solution, if available, otherwise
solid state structures have also been included, Table 6 and
Fig. S5 (ESI†). The standard partial molar volume vs. ionic
radius plot becomes a scatter plot with an increasing standard
partial molar volume with increasing ionic radius, Fig. S6
(ESI†). However, for the alkali metal ions, which are regarded
as structure-breakers, a regular pattern is seen with an almost
parallel relationship for all solvents studied, with positive
standard partial molar volumes for dmso and negative ones
for methanol, Fig. 5.
When the standard partial molar volume is plotted as a
function of charge density, almost linear relationships with very
similar low slopes are observed for the structure-making di- and
trivalent metal ions with a decreasing standard partial molar
volume with increasing charge density, Fig. 6. Also in this case
the least negative standard partial molar volumes are observed
for dmso and the most negative ones for methanol. Corresponding data for four transition metal ions, manganese(II),
cobalt(II), nickel(II) and zinc(II), were compared with the ions
with noble gas electron configuration, and all were regarded as
structure-making ions, Fig. 7. For the solvents water, methanol
and dma, the data for the transition metal ions are on the line
obtained for the alkaline earth metal ions, while they are
slightly below for dmf and dmso, at 5 and 10  106 m3 mol1,
respectively, but the slopes are the same as for the alkaline
earth metal ions. This shows that for structure-making ions the
relationship of charge contractibility vs. density is very strict for
every solvent and the standard partial molar volume can be
predicted with good accuracy from the charge density even
though the standard partial molar volumes diﬀer a lot between
diﬀerent solvents.
The data for the halide ions, regarded as structure-breaking
ions, except the fluoride ion, have been plotted together with
those for the alkali metal ions in Fig. 8. The relationship of
standard partial molar volume vs. ionic radius follows the very
same pattern for all ions, including the fluoride ion, Fig. 8, even
though it is regarded as a moderate structure-making ion.1 For
the solvents water, methanol and dma the standard partial
molar volumes are slightly more positive for the halide ion in
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Table 6 Structural information about the hydrated and dmf, dma, dmso, methanol and ethanol solvated alkali metal, alkaline earth metal, lanthanum(III),
gadolinium(III) and lutetium(III) ions in solution given as coordination number/M–O bond distance (Å), ionic radius (Å), and charge density (charge per ionic
volume in Å3, based on ionic radius). Data in italics are estimated structure parameters based on the size of the solvent molecule

Water
dmf
dma
dmso
Methanol
Ethanol

Water
dmf
dma
dmso
Methanol
Ethanol

Water
dmf
dma
dmso
Methanol
Ethanol

Water
dmf
dma
dmso
Methanol
Ethanol

Water
dmso

Na+

K+

Rb+

Cs+

Ref.

6/2.43/1.09/0.184
6/2.42/1.09/0.184
6/2.42/1.09/0.184
6/2.43/1.09/0.184
6/2.43/1.09/0.184
6/2.43/1.09/0.184

7/2.81/1.47/0.075
7/2.80/1.47/0.075
7/2.80/1.47/0.075
7/2.79/1.45/0.078
7/2.81/1.47/0.075
7/2.81/1.47/0.075

8/2.98/1.64/0.054
8/2.97/1.64/0.054
8/2.97/1.64/0.054
8/2.98/1.64/0.054
8/2.98/1.64/0.054
8/2.98/1.64/0.054

8/3.08/1.74/0.045
8/3.07/1.74/0.045
8/3.07/1.74/0.045
8/3.06/1.72/0.047
8/3.08/1.74/0.045
8/3.08/1.74/0.045

63 and 69
63 and 69

Mg2+

Ca2+

Sr2+

Ba2+

Ref.

6/2.07/0.73/1.227
6/2.057/0.725/1.253
6/2.06/0.73/1.227
6/2.07/0.73/1.227
6/2.07/0.73/1.227
6/2.07/0.73/1.227

8/2.48/1.14/0.322
6/2.31/0.97/0.523
7/2.31/0.97/0.523
7/2.36/1.02/0.450
8/2.48/1.14/0.322
8/2.48/1.14/0.322

8/2.62/1.28/0.228
6.5/2.51/1.12/0.298
6.4/2.49/1.17/0.314
6.9/2.54/1.20/0.276
8/2.62/1.28/0.228
8/2.62/1.28/0.228

8/2.79/1.45/0.157
7.4/2.73/1.39/0.178
7/32.71/1.37/0.186
7.7/2.76/1.42/0.167
8/2.79/1.45/0.157
8/2.79/1.45/0.157

49, 64, 70 and 71 & Table S1 (ESI)
Tables 4, 5 & Table S2 (ESI)
Tables 4, 5 & Table S2 (ESI)
31,49 & Table S3 (ESI)
Table S3 (ESI)
Table S3 (ESI)

Mn2+

Co2+

Ni2+

Zn2+

Ref.

6/2.175/0.835/0.820
6/2.17/0.84/0.806
6/2.20/0.86/0.751
6/2.17/0.83/0.835
6/2.164/0.825/0.850
6/2.20/0.86/0.751

6/2.09/0.75/1.132
6/2.085/0.755/1.109
6/2.08/0.74/1.178
6/2.096/0.755/1.109
6/2.09/0.75/1.132
6/2.09/0.75/1.132

6/2.055/0.715/1.306
6/2.045/0.715/1.306
6/2.066/0.725/1.253
6/2.068/0.73/1.227
6/2.061/0.72/1.279
6/2.055/0.715/1.306

6/2.089/0.75/1.123
6/2.104/0.765/1.066
6/2.08/0.74/1.178
6/2.11/0.77/1.046
6/2.086/0.745/1.253
6/2.079/0.74/1.178

72–75 & Table S1 (ESI)
Table S3 (ESI)
Table S3 (ESI)
73, 76 and 77 & Table S3 (ESI)
78 & Table S3 (ESI)
Table S3 (ESI)

La3+

Gd3+

Lu3+

Ref.

9/2.56/1.22/0.394
9/2.55/1.22/0.394
8/2.50/1.16/0.459
8/2.49/1.15/0.471
9/2.56/1.22/0.394
9/2.56/1.22/0.394

9/2.41/1.07/0.585
8/2.38/1.05/0.619
8/2.39/1.05/0.619
8/2.38/1.04/0.637
8/2.39/1.05/0.619
8/2.39/1.05/0.619

8.2/2.31/0.97/0.785
8/2.30/0.97/0.785
8/2.23/0.89/1.016
8/2.30/0.96/0.601
8/2.29/0.95/0.835
8/2.29/0.95/0.835

65 & Table 1
48 & Table S3 (ESI)
48 & Table S3 (ESI)
67 & Table S3 (ESI)
Table S3 (ESI)
Table S3 (ESI)

Al3+

Cr3+

Fe3+

Ref.

6/1.90/0.56/4.08
6/1.90/0.56/4.08

6/1.96/0.62/3.01

6/2.00/0.66/2.49
6/2.00/0.66/2.49

79–81 & Table S3 (ESI)
82 and Table S3 (ESI)

Fig. 5 Scatter plot of standard partial molar volumes versus ionic radii of
the alkali metal ions in water (red), methanol (black), ethanol (light blue),
dmso (green), dmf (purple), and formamide (dark red).

comparison to the alkali metal ions, while the opposite is found
for dmf and dmso. However, the diﬀerences are very small and
for a certain ionic radius, independent of positively or negatively
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Fig. 6 Scatter plot of standard partial molar volumes versus charge density
of the alkali metal ions (filled circles), alkaline earth metal ions (squares) and
lanthanum(III), gadolinium(III) and lutetium(III) ions (triangles) in water (red),
methanol (black), dmso (green), dmf (purple) and dma (orange).

charged ions, the diﬀerence in standard partial molar volume is
less than 20  106 m3 mol1, Fig. 8. If one regards the standard
partial molar volume as a measure of structure-breaking ability,
it increases with increasing radius of the ion.
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Fig. 7 Scatter plot of standard partial molar volumes versus charge density
of the manganese(II), cobalt(II), nickel and zinc ions (diamonds) and fluoride
ions (squares) in water (red), methanol (black), dmso (green), dmf (purple)
and dma (orange). The dashed lines are the trend-lines of the divalent
alkaline earth metal ions from Fig. 6.

The aprotic organic solvents dmso, dmf and dma seem to be
less compressed by structure-making ions than the protic ones,
and at the same time they are broken up to a larger extent by
structure-breaking ions. This is most likely because these
solvents have only weak intermolecular interactions and they
cannot come that much closer to each other through strong
solvation by metal ions with high charge density than in the
solvent bulk. For the structure-breaking ions, they have to make
room for themselves and thereby the solvent molecules move
far from each other. The crystal structure of dmf shows very
weak intermolecular hydrogen bonding between the amide
oxygen and proton,83 while such intermolecular interactions
are not possible in dma. However, these weak hydrogen bonds
do not seem to aﬀect the volumetric properties as the V0 values
are systematically more negative for dma than for dmf, Fig. 7.
There is a large diﬀerence between water and methanol with
methanol being very much more compressed by both structuremaking and breaking ions, Fig. 5–8. The reason is most likely
that methanol molecules forming one-dimensional hydrogen
bonds are more easily broken up and the presence of ions,

Paper

Fig. 9 Scatter plot of standard partial molar volumes versus charge density
of the aluminium(III), chromium(III) and iron(III) ions (squares) and the
lanthanum(III), gadolinium(III) and lutetium(III) ions (triangles) in water (red),
methanol (black), dmso (green), dmf (purple) and dma (orange). The dashed
lines are the trend-lines of the trivalent lanthanoid(III) ions from Fig. 6.
The values of the standard partial molar volumes of the aluminium(III),
chromium(III) and iron(III) in water and dmso are given in Table 6.

both structure-making and breaking ones, causes a breakdown
of the hydrogen bonds compressing the solvent bulk. Water, on
the other hand, forms a very stable three-dimensional hydrogenbond network in the aqueous bulk, which alters the local
hydrogen bonds close to the ions, whereas the water molecules
not involved in the hydration of the ion maintain the aqueous
bulk hydrogen bond network structure.
Fig. 9 shows the standard partial molar volumes of the
trivalent lanthanoid(III) ions in the solvents studied plotted together
with respective values for the aluminium(III), chromium(III) and
iron(III) ions in water and dmso. As seen, the trend-lines for all
trivalent ions are almost identical. Moreover, for dmso the
strong correlation between charge density and standard partial
molar volumes is observed, while in water, it seems that the
standard partial molar volumes are independent of charge
density (as also found for the divalent metal ions). It is worth
adding that for hydrated ions the independency of the partial
molar volumes of charge density was postulated by Hepler
60 years ago,5 but not proven until now.

Conclusions

Fig. 8 Scatter plot of standard partial molar volumes versus ionic radii of
the alkali metal ions (filled circles) and the halide ions (filled diamonds) in
water (red), methanol (black), ethanol (light blue), dmso (green), dmf (purple),
and formamide (dark red).

This journal is © the Owner Societies 2018

The structures of dmf- and dma-solvated strontium and barium
ions show larger mean coordination numbers in solution than
in solid state. An equilibrium between at least two coordination
numbers seems to exist in solution. The mean coordination
number decreases with increasing spatial demands on coordination, thus, CN(dmf) 4 CN(dma) 4 CN(dmp) of the studied
amide solvents. The relationship between the structural and
volumetric properties shows that for structure-breaking ions
there is an almost linear relationship between the ionic radius
and the standard partial molar volume, Fig. 8, with decreasing
contractibility with increasing ionic radius. For structure-making
ions a linear relationship between the charge density and the
standard partial molar volume is observed, Fig. 6, with only a
very minor influence of the charge density on the contractibility.
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Instead, the mean intermolecular volume caused by intermolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonds seems to be
an important factor for the contractibility. Of the studied
solvents, methanol has the highest ability to contract, followed
by water. On the other hand, the contractibility of the aprotic
solvents is much weaker as the intermolecular interactions in
the bulk solvent are weak allowing close packing of the solvent
molecules in the neat solvents. The standard partial molar
volumes are independent of charge density as postulated by
Hepler.5 The contractibility of solvent molecules around an ion
is very much dependent on the charge density seen in the in the
coordination numbers of e.g. hydrated sodium, calcium,
europium(III) and thorium(IV) ions, which are six-, eight-,
nine-, and nine-coordinated in aqueous solution, respectively,
but the metal ion-oxygen bond distance is the same, ca. 2.45 Å.
Lastly, the ionic radii for all alkaline earth metals have been
revised with respect to those listed by Shannon,34 some by as
much as 0.05 Å. This was made possible with a statistically
much larger dataset covering CNs 4–9 from the small beryllium
ion to the significantly larger barium ion. This leaves radium
with the only uninvestigated ionic radius, due to its radioactive
nature and the fact that the alkaline earth metal ions do not
behave as predictably as the actinoid(III) ions.84
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